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Abstract
Pat Hanna’s Famous Diggers, a professional vaudeville theatre troupe compris-
ing ex-Great War Anzac soldiers (initially, mainly New Zealanders, as Hanna
was himself) played for nearly two years (1923–24) at the old Cremorne The-
atre in Brisbane. One item Hanna premiered at the Cremorne was Louis XI, a
short (ten-minute) comic sketch he wrote himself. Modernism in the inter-war
years, given its usual location within avant-garde aesthetics, high culture, inter-
nationalism and radical politics, is not — with the notable exception of Brecht’s
cabaret work in the 1920s — usually associated with popular theatre. While one
comic playlet hardly challenges that positioning, Louis XI was a direct result of
the Great War’s profound reshaping of modern life. Many of the dramatised
sketches performed by Hanna’s company, including Louis XI, were structured
around a contrast between events as they had occurred in the trenches and as
they were portrayed in a utopian or dystopian fantasy, sometimes triggered by
shell shock or a dream. Several, again including Louis XI, involve the past, and
express the curiosity and cultural dislocation Australian- and New Zealand-born
soldiers felt as they moved for the first time through real-life landscapes and
architecture they had known only from popular history and romance.
Every modernity has its distinctive modernism.1
Pat Hanna’s Famous Diggers, to use the group’s most common advertising title, was
a professional vaudeville theatre troupe comprising ex-Great War Anzac soldiers.
The original members were all New Zealanders, including George Patrick Hanna
(1888–1973) himself,2 using material developed in their concert party entertain-
ments during the post-war occupation of Germany in 1919. Because Hanna decided
to base his company in Australia, by the time it disbanded a decade later a significant
number of Australian variety artists had replaced the original Kiwis. The Famous
Diggers frequently played in Brisbane, and based themselves at the old Cremorne
Theatre on the south bank of the river for a year and a half from November 1923,
following this with a Queensland regional tour between May and August 1925.
Hanna’s company was the only one among several such antipodean ex-digger
troupes to last for more than a few years. It did so by recognising that, as performing
ex-soldiers, their appeal would soon struggle to outlive the troupe’s novelty value
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and so hired (and in some cases married) female vaudeville artists who broadened
the troupe’s repertoire by contributing women characters, songs and ballet routines.
The troupe also regularly added new acts and, as the 1920s progressed, shifted away
from its initial predominant emphasis on material derived from the soldiers’ Great
War experiences. Nevertheless, throughout the decade they nearly always ended
each performance with a short dramatic comedy sketch featuring ‘digger’ (Anzac
soldier) characters in situations set either during or after the war.3
One such item, which Hanna premiered at the Brisbane Cremorne in February
1924, was Louis XI, a short comic play he had written himself.4 It concerns two
Anzac soldiers, Chic and Joe, who, to escape a German bombardment during
the Australian-led assaults on Mont St Quentin and the town of Pe´ronne during
the Third Battle of the Somme, hide in the nearby ancient fortress. Two German
soldiers have also hidden there, initially unseen by the Anzacs. A massive explosion
concusses them; they fall unconscious and the scene changes back to the same place
on the same date 450 years earlier, when Charles Duke of Burgundy (in alliance
with the English, then enemies of France) briefly imprisoned King Louis XI in the
same fortress.
In Hanna’s version, Louis, lamenting his fate, decides that his ‘astrologer’ Ga-
leotti, who had predicted he would succeed against the Duke, is a charlatan. The
German soldiers reappear as two assassins and Louis hires them to kill the as-
trologer, who however bluffs his way out of danger by mentioning that the stars
have foretold that Louis himself will die shortly after he does:
GALEOTTI: Within the space of twenty-four hours.
LOUIS: Thou art sure of this?
GALEOTTI: In the stars is it written. I wish your Majesty good rest.
LOUIS: Hold — hold — go not. I have been a good master to thee. Thou hast
answered bravely and truly.
GALEOTTI: And I have laid it before thee at the risk of thy violent passion.
LOUIS: Who I? Galeotti? Alas! thou mistakest me. I am ever thy friend my good
Galeotti. Am I not a captive? Am I not helpless to do you injury? But I am thy
friend. Tell me good Galeotti. Couldst thou read the far distant future when you
and I will be dust? Couldst peep into the far distant fortune of my poor kingdom?
I wouldst marvel at that thy knowledge shouldst thou tell the happenings in this
town of Pe´ronne say 500 years from now.
GALEOTTI: Yes, Oh King through my crystal [ball] I can read the happenings of
the Kingdom of France in the beginning of the twentieth century. (Takes crystal
[ball] from his habit, lays [it] in [his] hand, a beam of light is thrown on apparently
a heap of rubble [where CHIC and JOE are lying unconscious].) All is dim and
cloudy, the mere outlines of events I see. Alas! What do I see? War as the like of
which is yet undreamt of is being waged by the mightiest Nations of the earth
on the fair soil of France. I see the hated English helping France to overpower a
monster that has arisen to destroy the world, even as the descendants of Attila
from across the Rhine.
LOUIS: Ah!
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GALEOTTI: The tragic finger of Fate shows destruction, ruin, and desolation
creeping over France from the East. The blood of the English and French are
mingled in comradeship on the field of battle. The fair city of Pe´ronne is torn and
rent and is held by the enemy.
LOUIS. T-cht.
GALEOTTI. But wait what is this I see the scale of Fortune changes. I see strange
men who fight for the English. Men from a far, far, distant land that is yet
unknown. I see them pressing back the Monster. They come to the aid of poor
battered and disfigured Pe´ronne. What brave fighters, what heroes! They are in
the City; the Monster is retreating. They have delivered Pe´ronne from the foreign
yoke; they are here. They —
The heap of rubble moves; CHIC sits up.
Chic and Joe regain consciousness and, as the Brisbane Courier noted:
Needless to say they do not take either the king or his court functionaries seri-
ously. ‘Joe’ has his fortune told by the crystal-gazer, while ‘Chic’ talks with easy
familiarity with his new cobber Louis XI.5
The assassins appear, the Anzacs fight them and the sketch suddenly switches back
to 1 September 1918, with Chic and Joe having captured the German soldiers.
The real-life event on which the script is based — the climax of the Third Battle
of the Somme when the German lines were at last decisively broken — is perhaps the
most famous victory in Australian and New Zealand military history, and is often
described by sober historians in terms no less gladiatorial and triumphant than in
Louis XI.6 Between 29 August and 2 September 1918, under the command of their
own General Monash, the Third Australian Division captured the town of Clery
while the Second Division stormed the key German defensive position of Mont St
Quentin and, though greatly outnumbered, captured that hill. The 14th Brigade of
the Fifth Division then attacked Pe´ronne, a mile to the south, and drove the enemy
out of the town and its famous fortress and 14 miles back to the Hindenburg line.7
Although firmly grounded in reality and coloured by its self-deprecating but
heroic tone, Louis XI is clearly modernist in subject-matter: the abrupt juxtapo-
sition of working-class warriors engaging in industrialised warfare with fifteenth-
century regal struggle/intrigue. Like one of high modernism’s most often-noted
tropes, it also borrows from and reworks earlier textual sources for its narrative,
structure and characterisation.8 Hanna got the historical material from Chapters
28 and 29 of Sir Walter Scott’s 1823 novel Quentin Durward, and the contrast be-
tween the Anzac soldiers and the French court provides much of the comedy: dusty
khaki uniforms next to royal finery; Australian working-class slang interwoven
with pseudo-historical upper-class vocabulary.
Modernism in the inter-war years from 1919, given its usual location within
avant-garde aesthetics, high culture, internationalism and radical politics, is not —
with the notable exception of Brecht’s cabaret work also in the 1920s — usually
associated with popular theatre. Indeed, when one examines more closely the claims
for modernism’s presence in ‘low’ culture generally, the texts considered are often
in fact what David Carter and others have called ‘middlebrow’ narratives.9 So the
1996 volume High and LowModerns finds links between Conrad, Eliot, Joyce and
Woolf (‘high’) and Shaw, Wells and Galsworthy (‘low’).10 Popular narratives — in
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yellowback literature or on the commercial stage, plus the emerging phenomenon
of filmed stories — are too low to notice. They are studied elsewhere as part of
modernity, but the conceptual framework provided by modernism’s preoccupations
and tropes is not often used.
While one comic playlet hardly challenges that positioning and absence, Louis
XI — like much writing post 1914, was a direct result of the Great War’s profound
reshaping of modern life. Many of the dramatised sketches performed by Hanna’s
company, including Louis XI, were structured around a contrast between what
they had experienced in the trenches, behind the lines or on leave, and the same
or similar events as portrayed in a utopian or dystopian fantasy, sometimes trig-
gered by ‘shell shock’ (concussion from an explosion), illness or a dream. Several,
again including Louis XI, involve the past (one was explicitly titled History Re-
peats Itself)11 and express the curiosity and cultural dislocation felt by Australian-
and New Zealand-born soldiers as they moved for the first time through real-life
landscapes and architecture they had known only from school history and popular
romance.
However, Louis XI’s intertextuality goes much further than its appropriation of
an episode from a historical novel. Initially billed as the Digger Pierrots, Hanna’s
company had copied the structure and costumes of the English Pierrot show with
its ‘distinctive black and white clown costumes, pointy hats and pom-poms’.12
Many other wartime English and Anzac concert parties did likewise; an example
is the prison-camp concert scene in Jean Renoir’s 1937 film La grande illusion and
the same idea provides the basis of the 1963 British documentary play Oh What
a Lovely War. Cartoons show that Hanna’s company wore Pierrot costumes at
least in the early years, picking up on the ‘pom-poms and ruffles’ entertainment
craze which had started in the English holiday camps in the 1890s and was at its
peak at the start of the war.13 In this kind of disconnected vaudeville, there are
no through characters or narrative continuity, and most items feature only one or
two artists. The concluding digger comedy in Hanna’s shows was an exception.
Each was a short but carefully rehearsed multi-character narrative in which the
central roles were either performed in army uniforms or in other ways identified
as ex-servicemen. However, as the decade of the 1920s advanced and the claim
that the performers were ‘authentic diggers’ diminished in importance and popular
memory, these representations inevitably shifted. Indeed, some performers who
joined the troupe later did not claim to be war veterans. The characters became
increasingly historically distanced themselves: Pierrots as diggers as well as/rather
than diggers as Pierrots.
Louis XI also has an astonishingly specific resemblance to a very different pop-
ular dramatic entertainment performed first on Broadway in 1917. The celebrated
fashion designer ‘Lucile’ (Lady Lucy Christiana Duff-Gordon, ne´e Sutherland,
1863–1935),14 who claimed to have invented the mannequin show, had relocated
to New York for the duration of the Great War. (‘Mannequins’ at this time meant
live women modelling clothes, not dummies.) Frustrated at the disapproval by the
US government and community leaders of what was publicly condemned as the
shameful selfish indulgence of buying expensive clothes during times of rationing
and expected self-sacrifice, Lucile devised a fashion show as a war drama: what
Marlis Schweitzer has cleverly called a ‘Patriotic Act of Consumption’. Its full title
was Fleurette’s Dream at Pe´ronne — the same French town as in Hanna’s sketch,
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which had been almost totally destroyed in the Second Battle of the Somme earlier
in 1917 — and, as in Louis XI, it contains a fantasy-of-the-past sequence:
Set in the French town of Pe´ronne, a commune within the department of the
Somme and the recent site of a major German offensive, Fleurette’s Dream told
the story of a young mannequin hiding out in a cellar with her family. As the
German bombs explode overhead, Fleurette dreams of her former life in Paris:
she shops with friends, strolls through the city, hosts a party, and prepares for an
evening out, all while trying on new clothes and watching other women parade
before her in their finery [before] awakening . . . to once again face the horrors
of war.15
Fleurette’s Dream was initially staged as a two-and-a-half hour, one-off fundraising
event on behalf of Secours Franco-Americain pour la France devaste´e (Lucile’s
sister, the popular novelist Elinor Glyn, was this charity’s vice-president). It was
subsequently reworked as a twenty-eight-minute vaudeville act that toured the
United States for twenty-five weeks.16
We do not know how Hanna knew of its existence; indeed, it is possible that
he did not. A lieutenant in the New Zealand army, Hanna claimed to have had ‘a
first-hand acquaintance with the citadel of Pe´ronne’17 (implicitly, as a participant
in the battle, though biographical sources do not confirm this) and the coincidental
events in Scott’s novel gave him an independent reason to select the fortress there as
the setting for Louis XI. Further, dream sequences were hardly original in popular
drama (as noted above, Hanna and his co-writers also used similar narrative motifs
in other comedy sketches). But a source-and-influence approach to the matter does
not in any case get us very far. The larger point to be made is that intertextuality
— from a single modish word or phrase to a joke, motif, prop, image, structural
pattern or character type to a full-length storyline — flowed in light journalism
around the English-speaking world’s newspapers and magazines (including many
articles on fashion by ‘Lady Duff-Gordon’ in the Australian press), not to mention
trade gossip in the dressing rooms of the British, American and Australasian pop-
ular theatre. Sometimes this manifests itself in dramatic entertainment as serious
comment, more often as conscious parody (if stage artists though that their au-
diences would recognise the original). Elsewhere – and surely here — it is simply
reworked appropriation. Even if Hanna had heard of Fleurette’s Dream, he was not
commenting on civilian frivolity versus war trauma, or consciously reappropriating
the Somme as ‘men’s business’; he was simply copying a structural idea for a show.
One final intertextual twist that Louis XI may have undergone is that it was
possibly, at least in part, the basis for a 1928 staging at the Melbourne Town
Hall in the week of Anzac Day of Old Bill and Alf Catch a Hun by Bobby Pearce
and His Merry Diggers, ‘All returned soldiers/Late of the Famous St Kilda Dig-
gers’.18 Hanna’s company had based itself at the Arcadia, an open-air theatre on
the Esplanade, St Kilda, for several long seasons both before and after the years in
Queensland, but he himself was not part of this 1928 show (he was then on tour
in Adelaide and Perth). However, at least three of the Melbourne cast, including
Johnny Marks who played Old Bill, had been in Hanna’s company in 1920 when
the Famous Diggers had first played at the Melbourne Arcadia; Marks had also
written no fewer than eighteen ‘sketches’ for Hanna’s troupe.19
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The cartoon characters ‘Old Bill’ and ‘Alf’ had been invented during the Great
War by the London artist Bruce Bairnsfather (1888–1959) and Bill in particular was
a distinctive and popularly known British soldier figure, a ‘curmudgeonly soldier
with trademark walrus moustache and balaclava’.20 He appeared in England in
a number of plays during and after the war, including The Better ’Ole, which
toured Australia in 1919–20,21 as well as in several films screened in Australia —
in particular a very popular 1927 Warner Brothers’ release22 using the same title,
which comes from Bairnsfather’s most famous cartoon. It shows Old Bill peering
out from within one bomb crater, among many similar, in the midst of a furious
bombardment and saying to another soldier (unnamed, but presumably his comic
offsider ‘Alf’) who wants to run away: ‘Well, if you knows of the better ’ole, go
to it.’
Hanna’s character in the surviving script of Louis XI (which dates from 1925,
more than a year after its first performance in Brisbane) is renamed ‘Bill’, while Joe
Valli’s, ‘Joe’, is changed to ‘Jim’. Hanna and Valli had performed in many acts as
the comic duo ‘Chic and Joe’, so it seems likely that Hanna had decided to revise the
script to remove these names, probably so that he could sell it to another troupe —
possibly even to Johnny Marks, who further reworked ‘Bill and Jim’ as ‘Old Bill and
Alf’. This is speculation, but this kind of protean reshaping was common in popular
material to respond to new enthusiasms and situations. We don’t know either (since
no reviews seem to have survived) whether, in the 1928 Anzac week staging, Bill
and Alf were played as the English originals or as Australian equivalents. As with
many details in this most ephemeral of art forms, which often leaves few traces, we
can only speculate as to whether the British contribution to the war, both in reality
and in popular myth-making, was being acknowledged, queried, reconceptualised
or parodied. Unlike the Fleurette’s Dream borrowing, however, this was conscious
appropriation for effect: audiences would have recognised the cartoon names and
character types and their origins, been able to judge the extent to which the staging
had reinterpreted them and, if they were acquainted with the troupe’s earlier work,
also been able to judge how the Anzac offering fitted into the overall pattern.
Much of this potpourri of sources locates Louis XI, and other ‘Diggers’ scripts
like it, as part of the popular burlesque tradition as well as an example of the
‘radical intertextuality’ that is often seen as an essential criterion of modernist art
— the ‘drive to excerpt, adapt, quote, appropriate, translate, and recombine earlier
expressive works’.23 But variety/vaudeville organisations were not necessarily, and
usually not, principally commenting on the disjunct between art before modernity
and post-industrial reality that characterises high modernism; they were engaging
in commercial exploitation.
So, while we can nevertheless see their reworking of ‘earlier expressive work’
as incipiently modernist — twisting old materials into new commentaries and con-
sciously or unconsciously expressing post-Great War values — they were also
hoping to benefit financially by copying success, not undercutting it. As Peter Dech-
erney, in his contribution to the 2011 edition of Modernism and Copyright, has
observed in relation to the change from live popular theatre to film comedy in the
same decades: ‘Before the invention of film, vaudeville comedians and comic per-
formers had all but given up on using copyright to protect their material . . . Courts
found that many vaudeville acts didn’t meet the constitutional criteria for copyright
as it was understood at the time.’24 Either variety acts were considered obscene and
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so did not ‘promote the progress of science’, or they lacked sufficient narrative or
dramatic content to be considered ‘writing’ worthy of copyright protection, being
‘too loosely structured’. In addition, the essentially local nature of live performance
made it almost impossible to prevent cultural piracy: ‘It was common, for example,
for European performers to copy acts they had seen on the American vaudeville
circuit and for American performers to repeat acts they had seen in Europe.’25
The same was true in Australia. The variety artist Wilson Irving noted in a mem-
oir that local entertainers would go to England, see a good act, write it down and
perform it after their return: ‘Australian [vaudeville] artists had a reputation as the
greatest thieves of all time.’26 It was not until artists like Charlie Chaplin inter-
nationalised stage comedy on film that international copyright restrictions became
necessary and possible, and mass audiences started to recognise borrowings from
overseas. The theatre- and film-going public became more aware of a wide range
of texts they had never witnessed live, which gave local artists new opportunities
for comment and parody, but commercially as well as legally also started to limit
their freedom to simply appropriate.
Another way in which Australian popular theatre in the 1920s differed from and
reacted to European modernism, including in the Great War digger shows, was that
the voice and living body of the actor meant that their performances offered not a
crisis of representation but the reverse: a celebration of ‘authentic’ presence. The
rise of the Aussie stage larrikin, though certainly incipient much earlier, comes to
sharp prominence on the variety stage from about 1916 onwards, when Nat Phillips
as ‘Stiffy’ came on stage as a Woolloomooloo rabbit seller wearing a South Sydney
football jumper — the first ‘Rabbitoh’. He was soon followed by Arthur Tauchert
as the Sentimental Bloke in Raymond Longford’s 1919 film, Roy Rene teaming with
Phillips as ‘Stiffy and Mo’, and George Wallace Senior dressed as a Queensland
cane cutter (which he claimed to have been).27 Another returned soldier, though
not a member of a digger company, Jim Gerald (with Mo and Wallace one of
the ‘big three’ of Australian popular entertainment between the world wars), put
together similar comic war stories and routines as a full-length entertainment 1914–
18; or, for the duration.28 The living presence of each of these ‘dinkum Aussies’
worked in a non-modernist and even anti-modernist manner, while the soldier-
veteran performers in particular emphasised the representational authenticity of
their war-related stories, jokes and songs in the advertisements for each show.29
In addition, returned soldiers, occasionally including General Monash himself,
were a significant section of their audience and special programs were devised
for Anzac Day (25 April) and Armistice Day (11 November). In the first years, the
uniformed presence even sometimes included members of the wider audience as well
as invited military dignitaries: an advertisement for a Melbourne performance in
July 1920 included a note that ‘By permission of the State Commandant (Brigadier-
General Brand) Diggers may wear uniform at these performances’.30 Both actors
and audience contributed to a spectacle of authenticity.
It is also curious to note that the 1924 Brisbane Courier review of the premiere
performance of Louis XI included the following comment:
The Diggers have delved into the middle ages in search of inspiration for the chief
feature of their 13th programme at Cremorne, and . . . Mr. Hanna [has] selected
an episode in the life of the notorious Louis XI. to bring into vivid contrast the
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slangy and care-free fighting man from the then undiscovered land of Australia,
with the bloodthirsty, callous cut-throats in the king’s service in France in the
14th [sic] century.31
As Julian Croft charted in ‘Responses to Modernism, 1915–1965’, the artistic and
intellectual response in Australia to European modernism was often hostile, led
by the antipodean ‘vitalist’ philosophy of the Norman Lindsay group confronting
the ‘decadence’ of Europe.32 However, more pertinent to Hanna’s script (and the
Courier’s comment) was the popularly held view that Australians and New Zealan-
ders had been dragged into a European war and sacrificed by incompetent British
generals and politicians unable to think outside their class boundaries. Monash’s
widely acknowledged success in better understanding the nature of modern in-
dustrialised warfare and turning it to advantage, where Douglas Haig and other
English and the French Generals had failed, fuelled this prejudice. But interpreting
Louis XI as contrasting the ‘then undiscovered’ nation that had produced ‘carefree’
Australian warriors with ‘bloodthirsty’ European monarchical society tells us more
about the possible Europhobia of the Brisbane Courier’s reviewer33 than about
Hanna, who in later life moved to the United Kingdom, founded the Clan Hannah
Society and led a project to rebuild the clan’s ancestral home, Sorbie Castle, in
Wigtownshire, Scotland.34
One last coincidence in this brief playlet is that the present-day ruins of the
Pe´ronne fortress have been incorporated in a new building housing the official
French Historial de la Grande Guerre (Museum of the Great War).35 This adds even
further resonance to what is a clever, if minor, entertainment which by imagining,
quoting, thieving and reinterpreting both history and contemporary culture (and,
perhaps, later being appropriated itself), echoes major modernist preoccupations:
the collapse of traditional narrative in the face of the machines of industry and war,
as well as the textual fragmentation and ironic questioning of culture and traditions
that we associate with modernism’s response to the industrial transformation of
Western societies.
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20 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Bairnsfather.
21 The World’s News (Sydney), 29 March 1919, p. 5, http://www.trove.nla.gov.au.
22 Townsville Daily Bulletin, 1 September 1927, p. 3, http://www.trove.nla.gov.au.
23 Saint-Amour, ‘Introduction’, p. 18.
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Brisbane. Record no. 71148748020002061. Ts, 140 pp, p. 40. I would like to thank Professor
Patrick Buckridge for drawing my attention to this source.
27 See the entries for these artists in Australian variety theatre archive: Popular culture enter-
tainment 1850–1930, https://www.ozvta.com.
28 ‘Jim Gerald’, Australian variety theatre archive; Nancy Bridges, Curtain call (Sydney: Cassell
Australia, 1980): ‘George Wallace, Roy Rene, and Jim Gerald were the star comedians, the
Big Three who commanded the highest salaries and the most lavish trappings to surround
them’ (p. 32).
29 I discuss this at length in ‘Laughing it off,’ pp. 3ff.
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31 Brisbane Courier, 8 February 1924, p. 9.
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Australia, gen. ed. Laurie Hergenhan (Ringwood: Penguin, 1988), pp. 409–29.
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this time, who was strongly opposed to modernism in literature. I would like to thank
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34 See http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/4h14/hanna-george-patrick; ‘Credit for the
founding of the Clan Hannay Society goes to Pat Hanna, cartoonist, film star, and pro-
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